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Full size: One that I created a wiki
for is "Abe's tutors". It's a list of all

the tutors I've met, and when I
met them. There's a file here.
Since it's a wiki, it's editable!
Upload your own tutors to the

wiki, and then add them to the list.
Anyway, I think this wiki has

gotten out of hand. Especially the
"Read more" link. Everyone adds a

tutors list; every person's tutors
get more attention. So, as you get

more attention, you get more
tutors. I think this wiki is actually a
lot more useful if you're the only
one making your tutors, and you
can just put a comment or two
about them. All your favourite
people are welcome, and new

people may even be welcomed, if
they have made a tutors list. But
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don't be upset if you're ignored. If
you want to add a tutors list, let
me know, and I can add a couple
of you. EDP is all about safety. So,

we'd like to capture your full
name, address, etc., and keep it in
a database. We'll anonymize it, so

you don't have to tell anybody
what you put here. In return, we'll
grant you access to other things.

Of course, you can take your
database and ignore the program

if you want. The program is
completely open source. If you
want to add safety features, or

other features, we'd be happy to
take your ideas and run with
them. Please go to and start
editing. Show off your new

floozies! Upload videos. Upload
photos. Upload links. Edit features.

Export your DB to file. Modify
floozies. Delete. Save floozies.
Configure look. Change name.
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Browse the other database.
Browse the other floozies. Browse
the other features. Edit features.
Change your FFA. Update: Full
Notes are now available on the
newest version. If you're using
Linux, you can upload videos

through Totem. The vid *
video_title *.ram.zip AVI.mov.avi.

mp4.flv.wmv.mkv.xml.avi.mp
0cc13bf012
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